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GRAPH BASICS AND A GENTLE 

INTRODUCTION TO PAGERANK

Slides adapted from Prof. Srinivasan Parthasarathy @OSU  

Chapter 4 Graph Data: 

http://www.dataminingbook.info/pmwiki.php/Main/BookP

athUploads?action=downloadman&upname=book-

20160121.pdf , 

http://www.dataminingbook.info/pmwiki.php

http://www.dataminingbook.info/pmwiki.php/Main/BookPathUploads?action=downloadman&upname=book-20160121.pdf
http://www.dataminingbook.info/pmwiki.php
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Background

 Besides the keywords, what other evidence can one use to rate the 
importance of a webpage?

 Solution: Use the hyperlink structure

 E.g. a webpage linked by many webpages is probably important.

 but this method is not global (comprehensive).  

 PageRank is published by Larry Page and Sergey Brin in 1998.
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Idea

 A graph representing WWW

 Node: webpage

 Directed edge: hyperlink

 A user randomly clicks the hyperlink to surf WWW.

 The probability a user stop in a particular webpage is the PageRank value.

 A node that is linked by many nodes with a high importance value 
receives a high value itself; 
If there are no links to a node, then there is no support for that page.
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Formal Formulation
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Formal Formulation
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Iterative Computation

For proof, read Theorem 

11.18 http://mathfaculty.fullerton.edu/mathews/n2003/powermethod/PowerMethodProof.pdf

http://mathfaculty.fullerton.edu/mathews/n2003/powermethod/PowerMethodProof.pdf
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Example 1

Prestige vector calculation: first iteration

=the transpose of A 

(adjacency matrix)
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Example 1

Prestige vector calculation: second iteration
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Example 1

Convergence after some iterations
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More Explanation & Examples

Section 4.3.2 

in http://www.dataminingbook.info/pmwiki.php/Main/BookPathUploads?act

ion=downloadman&upname=book-20160121.pdf

Algorithm 4.1

Example 4.6 (pay attention to scaling)

http://www.dataminingbook.info/pmwiki.php/Main/BookPathUploads?action=downloadman&upname=book-20160121.pdf
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A simple version

 u: a webpage

 Bu: the set of u’s backlinks

 Nv: the number of forward links of page v

 Initially, R(u) is 1/N for every webpage

 Iteratively update each webpage’s PR value until 

convergence.
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A little more advanced version

 Adding a damping factor d

 Imagine that a surfer would stop clicking a hyperlink with probability 1-d

 R(u) is at least (1-d)/N (i.e., consider the prob of a surfer randomly stops at 

u)

 N is the total number of nodes.
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Other applications

 Social network (Facebook, Twitter, etc)

 Node: Person; Edge: Follower / Followee / Friend

 Higher PR value: Celebrity

 Citation network

 Node: Paper;  Edge: Citation

 Higher PR values: Important Papers.

 Protein-protein interaction network

 Node: Protein; Edge: Two proteins bind together

 Higher PR values: Essential proteins.



SEARCH ENGINES

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL IN PRACTICE

BOOK: 

HTTP://CIIR.CS.UMASS.EDU/DOWNLOADS/SEIRIP.PDF

SLIDES:

HTTP://WWW.SEARCH-ENGINES-BOOK.COM/SLIDES/

All slides ©Addison Wesley, 2008

Slides adapted from Prof. W. Bruce Crof @UMASS

http://ciir.cs.umass.edu/downloads/SEIRiP.pdf
http://www.search-engines-book.com/slides/
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Search Engines and Information Retrieval

Information Retrieval in Practice
All slides ©Addison Wesley, 2008
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Search and Information Retrieval

 Search on the Web is a daily activity for many people throughout the 

world

 Search and communication are most popular uses of the computer

 Applications involving search are everywhere

 The field of computer science that is most involved with R&D for search 

is information retrieval (IR)
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Information Retrieval

 “Information retrieval is a field concerned with the structure, analysis, 

organization, storage, searching, and retrieval of information.” (Salton, 

1968)

 General definition that can be applied to many types of information 

and search applications

 Primary focus of IR since the 50s has been on text and documents
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Query Process & Search Engine Components

?
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Query Process



RETRIEVAL MODELS

Information Retrieval in Practice
All slides ©Addison Wesley, 2008
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Language Model

 Unigram language model

 probability distribution over the words in a language

 generation of text consists of pulling words out of a 

“bucket” according to the probability distribution and 

replacing them

 N-gram language model

 some applications use bigram and trigram language 

models where probabilities depend on previous words
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Language Model

 A topic in a document or query can be represented 

as a language model

 i.e., words that tend to occur often when discussing a 

topic will have high probabilities in the corresponding 

language model

 Multinomial distribution over words

 text is modeled as a finite sequence of words, where 

there are t possible words at each point in the sequence

 commonly used, but not only possibility

 doesn’t model burstiness
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LMs for Retrieval

 3 possibilities:

 probability of generating the query text from a document language model

 probability of generating the document text from a query language model

 comparing the language models representing the query and document 

topics

 Models of topical relevance
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Query-Likelihood Model

 Rank documents by the probability that the query could be generated 

by the document model (i.e. same topic)

 Given query, start with P(D|Q)

 Using Bayes’ Rule 

 Assuming prior is uniform, unigram model
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Estimating Probabilities

 Obvious estimate for unigram probabilities is 

 Maximum likelihood estimate

 makes the observed value of fqi;D most likely

 If query words are missing from document, score will be zero

 Missing 1 out of 4 query words same as missing 3 out of 4
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Smoothing

 Document texts are a sample from the language model

 Missing words should not have zero probability of occurring

 Smoothing is a technique for estimating probabilities for missing 

(or unseen) words

 lower (or discount) the probability estimates for words that are seen 

in the document text

 assign that “left-over” probability to the estimates for the words that 

are not seen in the text
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Estimating Probabilities

 Estimate for unseen words is αDP(qi|C)

 P(qi|C) is the probability for query word i in the collection language model 

for collection C (background probability)

 αD is a parameter

 Estimate for words that occur is

(1 − αD) P(qi|D) + αD P(qi|C)

 Different forms of estimation come from different αD
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Jelinek-Mercer Smoothing

 αD is a constant, λ

 Gives estimate of

 Ranking score

 Use logs for convenience 

 accuracy problems multiplying small numbers
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Where is tf.idf Weight?

- proportional to the term frequency, inversely    

proportional to the collection frequency
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Dirichlet Smoothing

 αD depends on document length

 Gives probability estimation of 

 and document score
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Query Likelihood Example

 For the term “president”

 fqi,D = 15, cqi = 160,000

 For the term “lincoln”

 fqi,D = 25, cqi = 2,400

 number of word occurrences in the document |d| is assumed to be 

1,800

 number of word occurrences in the collection is 109

 500,000 documents times an average of 2,000 words

 μ = 2,000
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Query Likelihood Example

• Negative number because summing logs of small numbers
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Query Likelihood Example
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Relevance Models

 Relevance model – language model representing information need

 query and relevant documents are samples from this model

 P(D|R) - probability of generating the text in a document given a 

relevance model

 document likelihood model

 less effective than query likelihood due to difficulties comparing across 

documents of different lengths
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Galago Query Language

 A document is viewed as a sequence of text that may contain 

arbitrary tags

 A single context is generated for each unique tag name

 An extent is a sequence of text that appears within a single begin/end 

tag pair of the same type as the context
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Galago Query Language
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Galago Query Language

TexPoint Display
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Galago Query Language
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Galago Query Language
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Galago Query Language
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Galago Query Language
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Galago Query Language
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Galago Query Language
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Web Search

 Most important, but not only, search application

 Major differences to TREC news

 Size of collection

 Connections between documents

 Range of document types

 Importance of spam

 Volume of queries

 Range of query types
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Search Taxonomy

 Informational

 Finding information about some topic which may be on 

one or more web pages

 Topical search

 Navigational

 finding a particular web page that the user has either 

seen before or is assumed to exist

 Transactional

 finding a site where a task such as shopping or 

downloading music can be performed
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Web Search

 For effective navigational and transactional search, 

need to combine features that reflect user relevance

 Commercial web search engines combine evidence 

from hundreds of features to generate a ranking 

score for a web page

 page content, page metadata, anchor text, links (e.g., 

PageRank), and user behavior (click logs)

 page metadata – e.g., “age”, how often it is updated, 

the URL of the page, the domain name of its site, and 

the amount of text content
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Search Engine Optimization

 SEO: understanding the relative importance of 

features used in search and how they can be 

manipulated to obtain better search rankings for a 

web page

 e.g., improve the text used in the title tag, improve the 

text in heading tags, make sure that the domain name 

and URL contain important keywords, and try to improve 

the anchor text and link structure

 Some of these techniques are regarded as not 

appropriate by search engine companies
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Web Search

 In TREC evaluations, most effective features for 

navigational search are:

 text in the title, body, and heading (h1, h2, h3, and h4) 

parts of the document, the anchor text of all links 

pointing to the document, the PageRank number, and the 

inlink count

 Given size of Web, many pages will contain all 

query terms

 Ranking algorithm focuses on discriminating between 

these pages

 Word proximity is important
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Term Proximity

 Many models have been developed

• N-grams are commonly used in commercial web 

search

 Dependence model based on inference net has been 

effective in TREC - e.g.
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Example Web Query
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Machine Learning and IR

 Considerable interaction between these fields

 Rocchio algorithm (60s) is a simple learning approach

 80s, 90s: learning ranking algorithms based on user 

feedback

 2000s: text categorization

 Limited by amount of training data

 Web query logs have generated new wave of 

research

 e.g., “Learning to Rank”
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Generative vs. Discriminative

 All of the probabilistic retrieval models presented so 

far fall into the category of generative models

 A generative model assumes that documents were 

generated from some underlying model (in this case, 

usually a multinomial distribution) and uses training data 

to estimate the parameters of the model

 probability of belonging to a class (i.e. the relevant 

documents for a query) is then estimated using Bayes’ 

Rule and the document model
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Generative vs. Discriminative

 A discriminative model estimates the probability of 

belonging to a class directly from the observed 

features of the document based on the training data

 Generative models perform well with low numbers 

of training examples

 Discriminative models usually have the advantage 

given enough training data

 Can also easily incorporate many features
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Discriminative Models for IR

 Discriminative models can be trained using explicit 

relevance judgments or click data in query logs

 Click data is much cheaper, more noisy

 e.g. Ranking Support Vector Machine (SVM) takes as 

input partial rank information for queries

◼ partial information about which documents should be ranked 

higher than others
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Ranking SVM

 Training data is

 r is partial rank information

◼ if document da should be ranked higher than db, then (da, db) 

∈ ri

 partial rank information comes from relevance 

judgments (allows multiple levels of relevance) or click 

data

◼ e.g., d1, d2 and d3 are the documents in the first, second and 

third rank of the search output, only d3 clicked on → (d3, d1) 

and (d3, d2) will be in desired ranking for this query
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Ranking SVM

 Learning a linear ranking function 

 where  w is a weight vector that is adjusted by learning

 da is the vector representation of the features of document

 non-linear functions also possible

 Weights represent importance of features

 learned using training data

 e.g.,
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Ranking SVM

 Learn w that satisfies as many of the following conditions as possible:

 Can be formulated as an optimization problem
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Ranking SVM

 ξ, known as a slack variable, allows for misclassification 

of difficult or noisy training examples, and C is a 

parameter that is used to prevent overfitting
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Ranking SVM

 Software available to do optimization

 Each pair of documents in our training data can be 

represented by the vector:

 Score for this pair is:

 SVM classifier will find a w that makes the smallest 

score as large as possible

 make the differences in scores as large as possible for 

the pairs of documents that are hardest to rank
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Topic Models

 Improved representations of documents

 can also be viewed as improved smoothing techniques

 improve estimates for words that are related to the 

topic(s) of the document

◼ instead of just using background probabilities

 Approaches

 Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI)

 Probabilistic Latent Semantic Indexing (pLSI)

 Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
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LDA

 Model document as being generated from a mixture of topics
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LDA

 Gives language model probabilities

 Used to  smooth the document representation by mixing them with the 

query likelihood probability as follows:
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LDA

 If the LDA probabilities are used directly as the 

document representation, the effectiveness will be 

significantly reduced because the features are too 

smoothed

 e.g., in typical TREC experiment, only 400 topics used 

for the entire collection

 generating LDA topics is expensive

 When used for smoothing, effectiveness is improved
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LDA Example

 Top words from 4 LDA topics from TREC news
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Summary

 Best retrieval model depends on application and 

data available

 Evaluation corpus (or test collection), training data, 

and user data are all critical resources

 Open source search engines can be used to find 

effective ranking algorithms

 Galago query language makes this particularly easy

 Language resources (e.g., thesaurus) can make a big 

difference


